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Apart from the lack of original materials, however, the fall in Petrucci's publishing activity may be because on returning to Fossombrone he also spent time managing one or more paper-mills, not only in his native town, but at Sora, as is evident from several documents. Franco Mariani has shown that, as early as 1519, Petrucci had set up a paper-mill at Carnello, in the neighbourhood of Sora (Frosinone), since 1474 a fief of the Della Rovere family, who had Knowing, as they said, that Master Ottavio de' Petrucci of Fossombrone, being present, wishes to construct the building of a paper-mill in the exercise whereof he is highly expert, to the end that he may be able to construct the said building more conveniently for himself, in return and recompense for several benefits received by him and because from the construction of such building and the exercise thereof it is hoped that glory and advantage will result in future for the entire community and men of the aforesaid city, and for several other just and reasonable causes justly moving their minds [...]
We do not know whether Petrucci actually moved to Sora and whether he managed the paper-mill himself. In a treatise entitled Della perfettione delle quattro note maggiori massima, longa, breve, semibreve, the Neapolitan musician and theorist Tommaso Cimello also informs us that 'the resolution of that Mass in perfect tempus was made by the famous printer Ottaviano Petrucci of Fossombrone, whom I knew and to whom I talked-I cannot say when and how, but it was in Sora, the famous city of the Equicoli.'35 By a deed dated 5 January 1535 Ottaviano Petrucci sold the paper-mill, the tools it contained and other neighbouring property-except for a vineyard-to Bartolomeo Bonaventura of Urbino. What is interesting is that this deed of sale was signed at Sora, in the presence not only of Ottaviano Petrucci himself, but of his wife Ippolita Rizi, his daughter Franceschina, Ippolita's paternal uncle, Luigi, who was also summoned, as well as her cousin Giovanni Tommaso Rizi.36 Better known, on the other hand, are the affairs of the paper-mill in the district of Acqua Santa, near sheet was later cut in two horizontally, but only after the above-mentioned notes had been written. From this we may also assume that the two leaves were never actually used in a gathering. In conclusion, the handwritten notes show that the two Fossombrone fragments belonged (like the Pesaro fragments) to a whole sheet that presumably at first was cut in two vertically; later on, the remaining left-hand half-sheet to which the two fragments belong was cut in two horizontally as well. 1534 .60 However, the physical form in which these two fragments have come down to us shows that they too, like the two Pesaro leaves, belonged to a whole sheet, used as such for the cover of a notarial fascicle, and only later cut horizontally and vertically to be used as a book cover.61 This strengthens our hypothesis that they must be dated rather late (1537-8?) ; the reason why they were not used in a gathering of a tenor partbook may simply be that Petrucci died shortly afterwards, in 1539, and there was no time to complete those works already in progress that he (and Bartolomeo Egnazio?) had planned. These leaves too, like the Pesaro sheets, presumably remained in his workshop and were dispersed when it was sold.
In conclusion, both the two Pesaro sheets and the two Fossombrone leaves (if they do really belong to Petrucci) demonstrate that Petrucci continued working and printing right up to the end of his life, though undoubtedly less intensively after 1520. We do not know whether the two works to which these leaves belong are the only ones he printed after 1520, or whether there were others that have been lost, or have not yet been discovered. But what we do know with certainty is that the planned collection of the 'Motteti dal fiore' and the one with madrigals and villottas were never completed and put on the market. The indubitable falling off in Petrucci's printing business may well have been caused by financial difficulties in his later years, as shown by the fact that between 1523 and 1535 he sold or leased his papermills at Sora and Acqua Santa. These difficulties may have led him to take on a financial partner, in the person of Bartolomeo Egnazio. Whatever the case, these leaves demonstrate that he always and continuously sought to be up to date in selecting the repertory to be published and the composers to be included in his collections, whether in the field of sacred or secular music. 
